CS Dept. 1N-113 Tutoring Center

For further info., please email the Tutors only during their scheduled shifts: pls send email from a CIX account and include the following: Name, EmplID, Course, Instructor

TUTORS

BB: Computer Science Tutor 1 Vanessa Li: vli.vanessali@gmail.com Michael Loren: Michael.Loren@cix.csi.cuny.edu
BB: Computer Science Tutor 2 Omr A: Omr.Abdelhamed@cix.csi.cuny.edu
BB: Computer Science Tutor 3 Aashil: aashil.ahmad@cix.csi.cuny.edu
BB: Computer Science Tutor 4 Jerry: gbemuduj@gmail.com
BB: Computer Science Tutor 5 Ming: sharonchen.cs@gmail.com

Monday
Michael: 12:15pm – 3:15pm
Omr: 4:30pm-6pm

Tuesday
Aashil: 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Omr: 2:30pm - 4:30pm

Wednesday
Jerry: 12noon - 2:15pm, 2:45pm – 4:30pm
Ming: 6:30pm – 8:30pm (Remote)

Thursday
Vanessa: 11:15am - 12:15pm
Aashil: 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Ming: 2:30pm - 4:30pm
Ming: 6:30pm-7:30pm (Remote)

Fri
Available upon request: Pls email by Wed, orit.gruber@csi.cuny.edu
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